Abstract. Surface tension is an important parameter of liquid surface properties. In order to improve the accuracy and stability of the parameter measurement, full-profile fitting pendent drop method is utilized in this article, and algorithm to determine the initial value in two-dimensional optimization is improved. Moreover, the error function is modified via a weighting factor, which reduces the influence of droplet profile deviation point to the surface tension measurement. At 25℃ and a standard atmospheric pressure, the improved full-profile fitting method is used to calculate the surface tension of water and ethanol. The final results show that the stability and repeatability of the improved full-profile fitting pendent drop method is much better than the previous method, which effectively verifies the feasibility and superiority of the improved method.
Introduction
Surface tension is of great significance in chemical, thermal, energy and other fields. It is directly related to the quality and performance of material. Therefore, studying the surface properties of material and improving it by measuring the surface tension, are particularly critical.
Surface tension measurements are mainly divided into two categories, dynamic method and static method [1] . Dynamic method mainly consists of capillary wave method and oscillation jet method. Static method include as drop weight, maximum bubble pressure, ring [2, 3] , pendant drop method [4] , sessile drop method [5] , wave scattering method [6] , electromagnetic levitation method [7] , etc. Among them, the pendant drop method has become more and more prevalent because of its simplicity of measuring equipment, applications in high temperature conditions, and good accuracy of measurement.
Pendant drop method is based on Young-Laplace equation, and describes the balance of gravity and surface tension. In 1938, Andreas proposed to measure the size at two extreme positions of the pendant drop to calculate the liquid surface tension, naming selected plane method [8] . Although the operation is simple, the result is of low accuracy. With the development of computer and image processing, full-profile fitting method, using Multi-point or all of the droplet profile point to calculate the surface tension is developed and applied rapidly, which greatly improves the measuring accuracy of surface tension. The algorithm using full-profile fitting method to calculate surface tension mainly concludes one dimensional optimization [8] , coordinate rotation method, simplex method [9] , and Newton iteration method [10] .
In this paper, according to the principle of full-profile fitting pendent drop method, we discussed and improved the algorithm for more accurate and stable measuring results. Not only the algorithm to determine the initial value is improved, but the error function is also modified via a weighting factor. By measuring the surface tension of water and ethanol respectively, the feasibility of this improved method is verified.
Surface tension calculated from the drop profile
The basic principle of pendant drop method is: when the droplet is still hanging in the capillary burette, the droplet profile depends on the balance of gravity and surface tension. Therefore, surface tension of the liquid can be calculated by measuring the droplet outer profile [11] . For any curved interface, the pressure difference across the interface and curvature of the interface can be expressed as:
Eq. (1) is the classical Laplace equation, γ is interfacial tension of the liquid, 1 R and 2 R are the two principal radius of curvature of the interface. ∆P is the pressure difference across the interface. When the liquid is under gravity only with no other external conditions:
(2) Where 0 ∆P is the pressure difference at the apex of pendant drop, ρ ∆ is the density difference between the fluid and gas, g is the gravitational acceleration constant, z is the droplet spatial position (Fig. 1) . For the apex of droplet, it satisfies the expression below because of the symmetry: 1
As for the pendent drop, according to the geometry shown in Fig. 1 , and Eqs. (1)- (2), we can nondimensionalizing , ,θ x z by the radius of curvature at the apex, and then recast three differential equations as follows [12] :
Coordinate parameters , ,θ
x z and arc length s refer to Fig. 1 . Therefore, when the shape factor β and the radius of curvature at the apex of the droplet 0 R are known, surface tension can be solved. Due to the limitations of computer application and image processing skills in the past, extracting the complete profile of droplet is difficult, so at that time, measuring the size at two extreme positions of droplet is widely applied to calculate the surface tension of the liquid, namely selected plane method. With the rapid development of computer and image processing, pendant drop method gradually shows its advantages over selected plane method [13, 14] . By extracting multiple or all of the points on the outer profile of the droplet, and then fitting the curve, surface tension can be solved.
From Eq. (3), we know that, when given an initial value and a fixed step, according to Newton iteration and Runge-Kutta, each shape factor β corresponds to a certain fitting curve. By changing the value of β within a certain range, we can get a set of fitting curve results, as shown in Fig. 2 .
Suppose the coordinate of droplet real profile point is
i i x z , and define the single point error function as:
Then the real profile and the theory profile error function is: R , then the liquid surface tension can be calculated. Since the pendant drop is symmetrical, we just choose right profile to calculate when solving the error function, which will double the computational efficiency. 
3． Improvements of Surface tension calculation
In the algorithm utilizing full-profile to measure the liquid surface tension, the one-dimensional optimization calculation is simple, but the measurement error is larger; Newton iterative method requires first-order partial derivative, second-order partial derivative and Hessian matrix, so its calculation process is relatively complex. Moreover, the initial values have a large effect on the calculation result; Coordinate rotation method and the simplex method need to judge whether calculation results meet the convergence conditions, when the convergence conditions meet, loop is end, and the variable is solved. Currently, initial determination of coordinate rotation method and simplex method is based on the selected plane method.
Improvements on variable initial values calculation.
To reduce the amount of calculation, we need to give an appropriate variable initial values and variable range when utilizing Coordinates rotation method to solve the surface tension, since the selected plane method just measure the size at two extreme positions of droplet, and then uses empirical equations to solve, it has a low accuracy. Therefore, another method is proposed to solve the variable initial value.
First, based on the actual droplet image, the least square method is used to fit the bottom profile of the droplet, which directly solves the radius of curvature at the apex of the droplet, as well as the initial value of variable 0 R . Assume 0 R is a constant, then single variable optimization is done for β . Let β change from 0.05 to 0.50, with an interval value as 0.001, we can get a set of theoretical fitting curve using fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. Combined with the real droplet profile point, Eq. (5) is used to solve the error function of theoretical profile and real profile. Initial value of variable β can be obtained when the error function reaches its minimum value.
Modify the error function
In the process of droplet profile points extraction, there may be individual points deviate from the whole profile, which will lead to the objective function error, and make results of the final variables inaccurate, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Assume curve b is the droplet real profile, curve a and c is the theoretical fitting profile when 
Compare the two cases above, we find that profile deviation points may cause an error of function (5) calculation, and finally affect the variable values. Therefore, we modified the error function via a weighting factor, which can reduce the influence of deviation point to the result. The weighting function is [15] :
x z is the real profile point coordinate.
For the case that deviation points exist, we use the weighted error function (8) to calculate again, the result is (2) 0.0115
, it means that curve c fits the real profile better, so
This result is consistent with the conclusion when real profile smooth and accurate, it proves that this algorithm can effectively reduce the influence of deviation point and make the final variable calculation more accurate. Second, utilize the method of coordinate rotation to do single variable optimization for 0 R and β . We use Eq. (5) to solve the error function for each group variables , and judge whether it meets the error condition preset (
), then store all the value of 0 R and β which meet the error condition, at the end of the cycle, a set of corresponding sequences 0 R and β can be obtained. Third, to reduce the influence of deviation points, for the sequences 0 R and β obtained above, we utilize the modified error function (8) to solve the surface tension γ .
Results
In this paper, we collect water and ethanol droplet image, and use original full-profile fitting method and improved method to calculate its surface tension respectively. The results of water surface tension measurements are shown in Fig. 4 and ethanol results in Analyze the results of the six groups (Fig. 4) , we find that the average surface tension of water calculated by original full-profile fitting method is 71.7638mN/m, the standard deviation of six experimental measurements is 1.3569mN/m.; The average surface tension calculated by improved method is 71.7552mN/m, the standard deviation is 0.7509mN/m. Compared to the original method, the improved method make the standard deviation decrease by 44.66%, while the average difference is 0.01%. It shows that the improved method remains the measurement accuracy, but stability is improved obviously.
Similarly, in Fig. 5 , we analyze ethanol surface tension measurement data, the average surface tension calculated by original full-profile fitting method is 22.0915mN/m, the standard deviation is 1.7393mN/m; the average surface tension calculated by improved method is 22.1350mN/m, and the standard deviation is 0.9963mN/m. Compared with the original algorithm, the average difference is 0.20%, while the standard deviation decrease by 42.72%. It proved once again that when the measurement accuracy is almost consistent, stability is improved obviously by improved method.
Conclusions
Full-profile fitting pendent drop method, which is used to calculate the surface tension, is studied in this paper. Improvements based on the initial values and the error function are made. Experiments on water and ethanol are done to calculate the surface tension. The experimental results show that compared with the previous method, the measurement results of improved full-profile fitting pendent drop method are almost consistent, but the stability is obviously enhanced. It verifies that the improved method has better repeatability and provides theoretical support for the extensive use of this method.
